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Trust Cyclone Black

Brand : Trust Product code: 17866

Product name : Cyclone

- Notebook stand with 2 built-in silent cooling fans for a comfortable tilted typing position and protection
against overheating
- 8 levels adjustable design to lift and tilt your notebook display and keyboard for increased comfort
- Improves the cooling efficiency of your notebook and protects your furniture or legs from heat
- Suitable for any notebook, netbook or MacBook with screen sizes up to 16"
- USB powered fans: no wall power connection needed
- Protective rubber pads prevents your notebook from sliding and scratching
- USB cable and plug can be stored inside the stand when not in use
Cyclone Laptop Cooling Stand

Trust Cyclone Black:

Notebook stand with 2 built-in silent cooling fans for a comfortable tilted typing position and protection
against overheating
Trust Cyclone. Product colour: Black, Number of built-in cooling fans: 2 pc(s). Width: 300 mm, Depth: 15
mm, Height: 230 mm. Package width: 350 mm, Package depth: 24 mm, Package height: 295 mm

Design

Product colour * Black
Number of built-in cooling fans 2 pc(s)
Screen size compatibility 16

Ports & interfaces

USB 2.0 ports quantity 1

Power

USB powered

Weight & dimensions

Width 300 mm
Depth 15 mm

Weight & dimensions

Height 230 mm
Weight 550 g

Packaging data

Package width 350 mm
Package depth 24 mm
Package height 295 mm
Package weight 1.21 kg

Technical details

Country of origin China

Logistics data

Harmonized System (HS) code 8414591500
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